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MEAD / “HONEY WINE” 
 

● Is believed to be the world’s oldest alcoholic libation 
 

● History traces mead back approximately 8000 years 
● (Chinese, Vikings, Mayans, Egyptians, Greeks and 

Romans)  
 

● Oldest known mead was created on the island of 
Crete and was considered the “nectar of the gods”.  

 
● Many cultures considered the bee a messenger of the 

gods, so mead was associated with immortality and 
magical powers. 

● The word for drunk in classical Greek “honey 
intoxicated” 



 
 
 
 
Mead was common in the Middle Ages especially in 
northern countries where grapes didn’t grow. 
(Scandinavia, Gaul, Northern Europe, and Greece) 



 
● It was the “drink of kings”. 
● Queen Elizabeth I, had a favorite made with 

rosemary, thyme, bay leaves and sweet briar. 
● Believed to have been drunk by Queen Sheba and 

King Solomon. 

 
● The libation in Celtic and Anglo-Saxon literature 

(Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, The Miller’s Tale, 
refers to mead as “the draught of townsfolk”). 

● In the epic poem, Beowulf, monster Grendel, attacked 
in the public mead hall. 

 



● The origin of “Honeymoon” harks back to the 
medieval tradition of drinking honey wine for a full 
moon cycle in a new marriage.  (The bride’s father 
included a month’s worth in the bride’s dowry). 

 
 

 
 
  



 
 
By the 14th century Ale and pyment (sweetened wine) 
were becoming more popular. 

● Improved agriculture 
● Wines imported for the wealthy 

 
In the 17th century West Indian sugar was increasing 
imported to Europe. 

● Less incentive to keep bees therefore honey become 
scarcer 

 

 
 



Meaderies in the United States doubled in the last 3 years 
(2015) 
 

● Is the fastest growing alcoholic beverage category in 
the US 

 
● Mead can be dry, semi-sweet or sweet 

 
● Mead can range between 8% - 20% in alcohol content 

 
● Mead can be still, carbonated or naturally sparkling 

 
 
  



DEFINITIONS OF MEAD: 
 
Mead = strictly honey 
 
Metheglin = mead with spices or herbs 
(Herbal mead derived from the Welsh word for medicine) 
 
Melomel = mead with fruit 
 
Morat = mead with mulberries 
 
Pyment = mead fermented with grape juice 
 
Cyser = mead with apples (juice)  
 
Acerglyn = mead with honey and maple syrup 
 
Braggot/Brackett = mead with hops or malt 
 
“Honey Jack” = freezing the mead and straining out the ice 
 
“Faux” meads = wines with honey added after 
fermentation as a sweetener 
 



 
“Sack Meads” 
 
Mead made with more honey than typically used 
 
Therefore a higher alcohol content >14% 
 
Higher starting specific gravity 
 
 
“Quick Mead”  “Short Mead” 
 
Mead meant to age quickly for “immediate” consumption 
(consumed within 2-3 weeks) 
 
Its qualities are like a cider or an ale 
 
May be effervescent or champagne-like 



 

 
 
 
   Making Mead 
 

● Proportions ⅓ honey to ⅔ water 
 

● Sweet mead (5 gals) 18# honey  SG > 1.025 
● Semi sweet mead (5 gals) 15# honey SG 1.010-1.025 
● Dry mead (5 gals) 12# honey SG 0.990-1.010 
● Ferment in low 60 degree temperature (60-62 

degrees F) 



 
Equipment 
 

● x2 (one) (five) gallon jugs 
● Honey 
● Water  
● Air lock (or balloon with pin hole in it) 
● Wine or beer yeast 
● Sanitizer 
● Siphon tube (food grade) 
● Optional: additives e.g. fruit, spices 

 



 
Simple Mead recipe (1 gal. / 15% alcohol) 

(Will be “semi-sweet”) 
3# honey to one gal. water 
Yeast 
Water 

 
 
 
 
 
“Short” orange raspberry mead (yield 1 gal) 

● ½ can Old Orchard 100% apple/raspberry 
concentrate drink (frozen concentrate) 

● ½ handful raisins 
● ½ pkg wine yeast  
● ½ cup 100% orange juice (NOT from concentrate) 
● 1 ½ cup honey 

 
● Back sweetened with honey to taste 



 

 
 
“Short” Orange spice mead (yield 1 gal) 

● ½ handful raisins 
● ⅛ teaspoon EACH ginger, cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves 
● ¼ teaspoon crushed peppercorns 
● ¼ teaspoon yeast nutrient 
● ¼-½ pkg wine yeast 
● ½ cup 100% orange juice (NOT from concentrate) 
● 1 ½ - 2 cups honey 

 
NOTE: This was demonstrated at SCBA September 2017 
meeting,with these additions: 

5 Hops pellets (Cascade) 
½ can Old Orchard Apple-raspberry frozen juice 
½ teaspoon dried orange peel  



 

 
 
Basic procedure 

1. Assemble all equipment, clean EVERYTHING 
2. If you desire to boil honey and water, do so, skim and 

allow to cool 
3.  If not warm a portion of the water or juice (no greater 

than 100 degrees), add the yeast and proof (allow to 
foam) 

4.  Add the honey and ⅓ water to the carboy/jug and 
shake to dissolve the honey 

5.  Add the remainder of the ingredients (except the 
yeast/mixture), shake AGAIN 

6.  Add the yeast mixture and water to fill the jug to 
about 2” from the top 

7.  Add the airlock 
8.  Place in a cool spot (60 degrees or so) 



9.  As the yeast becomes active, you should see 
bubbling and a sediment (lees) will gradually fall to 
the bottom of the jug 

10. After about a month, siphon the liquid off the lees 
into another sterilized jug, decrease the air space 
(can use sterilized marbles added to the jug), replace 
the airlock and return the jug to a cool and now 
darker, undisturbed place 

11. Continue to wait patiently, siphon as needed until 
your mead naturally clears (this may be up to 9-12  

       months). 
12. Stabilize and bottle at that point 
13. WAIT at LEAST 1 year to drink, maybe more 
14. MAKE MORE MEAD 

 
 

 



 
 
 

 

Questions? 



 



 



 



 



 



 


